
Le Taz Montréal is one of the largest extreme sports centres in Canada, offering space for in-line skating, skateboarding and BMX 
biking.  Completed in the Spring of 2009, Le Taz is built to accommodate beginners as well as professional athletes and is the official 
centre for International competition.

THE CHALLENGE:  
Due to the aggressive nature of this indoor extreme sports centre, Le Taz required a flooring solution that would provide high performance 
durability, special adhesion for the wheeled traffic and a degree of aesthetic appeal.

THE STONHARD SOLUTION:  
The Stonhard Team selected a system comprised of Stonset PM5, Stonkote GS4, and Stoncrest GS3 for this unique facility.  Stonset PM5 is an 
easy to use, fast-setting epoxy patching mortar.  It is used to permanently patch and repair horizontal, vertical and overhead voids.  Stonkote 
GS4 is a general service epoxy coating, formulated to increase abrasion and chemical resistance while improving cleanability.  

Stoncrest GS3 is also a chemical and abrasion resistant coating and is available in clear and pigmented versions.  It should be used on 
substrates requiring a cleanable, high gloss, protective coating.
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Expect performance from start to finish. From design specifications, to project management, to  

the final walk through, Stonhard works with you to ensure complete satisfaction on every project.

A turnkey approach means you’ll receive high quality products and installations consistently.  

From people, to products and services, quality and dependability are a constant with Stonhard. 

The single source warranty is Stonhard’s pledge of responsibility. Our 

Territory Managers and Field Engineers are dedicated to your satisfaction. Site 

supervision and service are standard across the country and around the world. 

Each Stonhard project receives attention on every level — multi-phase or small projects, from start 

to finish. Our Territory Managers,  

Project Managers, and over 65 application teams, are your single source partners assuring quality  

control and integrated and flexible scheduling. 
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